Using Grids in OPAS
Filling grids with items that do not come from a pre-defined list – opening new screens
Grids are used in OPAS to show many ‘things’ (the items in the grid) all linked to one ’thing’ (the main record
shown in the blue title bar). In the example used here, the Program grid stores the many compositions performed
on one concert.
Add items to a grid by clicking the Add New icon

located at the top right of that grid. In most cases, OPAS
will display a list of logical or
applicable items to fill that grid
(see the related OPAS how-to
guides). Examples of this
procedure include adding works to
a program, adding solo
instruments to a composition or
adding an address group to an
entry in the Address Book.

In some cases, however, the items you need to add to the grid are not part of any logical pre-defined list and can
require comprehensive details. In these cases you don’t select an item to be placed into the grid; you create it –
in effect filling the grid with an entirely new database record.
Add an item from a predefined list to the grid

Create a brand new item
in the grid

Often this is a simple entry such as entering phone numbers in the Address Book and movements in the Works
area. There is no logical comprehensive list of phone numbers or email addresses, so to create an entry in the
Contact Numbers grid, you click the New icon and enter the number directly:

Sometimes these direct entries are more complex. This happens most often with Expenses and Checklist items.
When adding expenses to an artist contract, concert, score rental contract, musician service or anything else,
you do not fill the Expenses grid from a list of fixed pre-defined costs; rather you are create an entirely new
expense record (item) that is connected to the main record. Similarly, with checklist items, you often require
more information, notes and other database links, so selecting something from a pre-defined list is not practical.
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Using the Expenses grid of the Contracts area as an example, click the New icon
to create a new expense item.

at the top right of the grid

Because a pre-defined list of possible expenses is
illogical, OPAS opens the standard screen on which
expenses are created. From here, you simply fill in
the desired information, including as much detail as is
appropriate.
When finished, click the green OK button in the
lower left-hand corner of the screen. OPAS will save
this item and return to the grid.

Similarly, when adding items to the Checklist screen in any program area, selecting items from a pre-defined is
not logical.
While you can fill the grid with a pre-defined template, each item in a Checklist grid, by definition, contains
unique information.
Therefore, clicking the New
, displays the Main
icon
screen on which checklist
items are created.
This screen is filled out with
the required information and
this then becomes the
contents of the grid.

Other examples
Additional Composers
Similarly, lining additional composers to compositions in the Works
area requires a small screen to be filled in.:

Musician Instruments
Filling the grids for repair, insurance and appraisal
information associated with instruments and
orchestra inventory is done on separate screens.
Clicking the New icon at the top right of each grid
opens those screens.
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